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Adaptation: a case in point about adapting films from books 
“Oh no what’s happened to my Orcs?” I fretted, as I slid under my seat at the movie version 
of The Lord of the Rings: the Fellowship of the Ring (Peter Jackson, 2001). As a media 
teacher and scholar I cringed at my own cringing, but it set me thinking. My thirteen year old 
imagination had painted J.R.R. Tolkein’s mythical creatures as something akin to malevolent 
smurfs. Peter Jackson’s incandescent Orcs deployed hybridised gothic horror and Science-
Fictions film conventions. My scent of memory turned suddenly foul and I recoiled in horror. 
My reaction elucidates one of the problems with studying films adapted from books, plays 
and other literary texts in the English classroom. It is a common reaction to label the film 
version as inferior to a much loved book. Reading film ‘effectively’ is just as complex and 
skilled as reading ‘literature’ or printed text and writing about both media is highly complex 
and needs to be ‘learned,’ and therefore taught. Films really do need to be seen as texts in 
their own right, simply because books and films are different mediums, which use different 
materials for expression. This paper outlines some concerns about using film adaptations in 
the English curriculum, by examining reading/viewing practices, and offers some strategies 
for developing cineliteracy in theoretical and practical and terms in the classroom. The film 
Adaptation will be offered as a case in point. 
My first concern is that elitism based on the notion of a cultural canon of Literature, 
sometimes dictates that English teachers compare one medium with another- the film being 
labelled inferior. Along with this comparative fallacy, we might also acknowledge that film 
has been around for over a century now and also has its own canon. We refer to ‘classic’ 
films; just as we acknowledge certain writers, such as Austen and Shakespeare belong to the 
literary canon. The British Film Institute has recently, rather ironically proposed such a thing 
in relation to cineliteracy, much to the chagrin of media scholars embracing new media texts. 
What is important here is each text, book, film, play or short story is a different genre, open to 
multiple readings and each one needs to be seen or read in its own right. A quest for 
comparisons without a filmic or audiovisual metalanguage will often see secondary students 
note facile differences in detail of storyline or character. At the very least we need to develop 
strategies to examine the interrelationship between the two texts, rather than elicit 
comparisons, which have the adapted film emerge second best. As Goodwyn suggests, ‘we 
need to help adolescents draw on all their textual knowledge in order to assist them towards 
sophisticated understandings of the new texts they will encounter, both with and without 
us’(1998, p. 135). 
Another concern is that when including film texts in the classroom, we are often more likely 
to choose a film which has already been ‘visualised’ or realised in an initial reading. I mean 
here, in the first instance that we see the characters and situations of the text in our own heads. 
Fictional characters take on a life through imaginative picturing, or visualisation which is 
personal and partial, determined by our individual discursive histories, which may also 
include earlier televised or filmed versions of the same parent text. The Orcs in the 1978 
animated version of Lord of the Rings, for instance, were more malevolent than the smurfs of 
my initial reading, but not as horrific as Jackson’s (2001) cloned, computer generated fiends.  
As English teachers we are mostly avid and competent readers, who can very effectively 
picture, imagine, anticipate and retrospectively visit the possible worlds offered by printed 
narrative texts.  This creates a struggle with the notion of authenticity, based on our already 
realised, partial, versions, which can interfere with the pleasure of the film text, just I 
experienced discomfort when confronted with Peter Jackson’s ‘Orcs’.  Each time we see a 
new mediated version of the original printed narrative text, our visual memory is challenged 
or extended. Goodwyn (2004, p.29) refers to this challenge of adaptations as English teachers’ 
and students’ ‘unease’ with these ‘hybrid’ texts, while Thompson describes the film-literature 
relationship in adaptations as producing a ‘generic eeriness’ (1996, p. 12). 
One of the ways to deal with this is to problematise the concept of adaptations with students. 
This idea has been around for a while now, Bluestone discussed the novel’s adaptation into 
film in separate terms as early as 1957 (Bluestone, 2003), although perhaps this distinct 
approach has not been practised enough in English classrooms. This may be due to a body of 
research evidence which suggests that ‘literature teachers and teachers generally are still 
ambivalent and deeply unsure about work related to media texts’ (Goodwyn, 1998, p. 129). 
We can establish students’ prior knowledge of the process, by asking a simple question like 
‘what makes a “good” adaptation?’ We can begin by exploring how and why films must be 
different texts to the printed books or plays from which they might be adapted. We can 
always start with general questions about Barthes’ famous five narrative codes; structure, 
setting, plot, characters, and suspense. Alternatively questions about film genre(s), setting and 
suitable players for characters can make useful starting points. This activates students 
thinking about institutional discourses, such as the ‘star system’ of the film world. This factor 
alone can challenge our interpretations of character, Nicole Kidman’s prosthetic nose, when 
playing Virginia Woolf in The Hours (Stephen Daldry, 2002), notwithstanding. 
Rather than bemoan the differences, or notions of ‘fidelity to the original text’ we could ask, 
‘how close do film adaptations have to be?’ To examine textual discourses, it can be pointed 
out that film adaptations are often changed or renegotiated according to cultural and historical 
contexts and audience pretexts. It could be useful to examine the historical and cultural 
constructions of various adapted versions. West side Story (1961) and Baz Luhrmann’s 
Romeo and Juliet (1996), or Ae Fond Kiss (Loach, 2004) and even the penultimate scene of 
House of Flying Daggers (Zhang Yimou, 2003), are all related by common central character 
‘rivalry’ and plot relating consciously or otherwise to Shakespeare’s play. Conrad’s novella, 
Heart of Darkness might be studied alongside Francis Ford Coppola’s Apocalypse Now, 
relocated from Congo to Vietnam. Discussing ‘top down’ historical, multicultural (Stam, 
2005) and critical aspects of literary and film study can help viewers come to terms with 
concepts of discourse and the cultural and historical constructions of storytelling. 
Loose adaptations such as Austen’s Emma in the Amy Heckerling (1995) film Clueless,
Shakespeare’s Taming of the Shrew in 10 things I hate about you (Junger, 1999), or the 
Bollywood inspired, Bride and Prejudice (Chadha, 2005) adapted from Austen’s Pride and 
Prejudice, might question the need for a ‘close fit’ between print based and filmed forms. 
‘Reading’ the different treatments can lead to recreative responses which loosely adapt and 
visualise characters and scenes deriving from a parent text. Students may try writing scripts of 
specific scenes, or treatments and trying out various ‘transformations’ of characters/ locations/ 
historical time periods on other literary works, which have not been adapted to film. 
Transforming a short story to short film script, for instance may be a challenging and 
interesting task for senior students. 
We can teach students that films and books have to be different, since time and space must be 
collapsed on screen. In a filmed narrative, there is a generally accepted time frame of 
somewhere between 90 and 120 minutes in which to tell a story that may take weeks to read 
in print. As teachers of English most of us love reading and our pleasant experience of 
relaxing into the book at our leisure, in our own time, can take weeks. Of course not all 
students find reading so pleasurable, especially as classroom pressure sometimes forces us 
students to have the novel read within a certain time frame. This may entail public reading in 
the sense of reading aloud in class along with a myriad of other reading strategies to support 
students through the reading process. As Goodwyn notes, ‘print reading is a far more public 
and visible act than the stereotypical image suggests’ (1998, p.140). The relatively short 
viewing time for a video may well be an argument for including film in the curriculum which 
is read in its own right, in a much shorter time, independently of its ‘parent’ text. The fact that 
video formats allow manipulation or ‘textual control’ (Goodwyn, 1998, p. 140) of the text is 
also significant and can lead to interesting discussions into film audiences, which is one of the 
‘key areas’ of Queensland Media Studies syllabus documents. 
English classes could include the complex institutional aspects of film making when studying 
adaptations. Screen adaptations are typically written by screenwriters appointed by publishers 
who ‘buy the rights’ from the book/ play writer. So except where book authors have chosen to 
adapt the original text themselves, someone else’s vision now begins to reinterpret and rewrite 
the text. The new text therefore invites a different reading. The screenplay is taken over by 
production houses and teams comprising producers who finance the film, and director(s), 
cinematographers, actors and so on who further reinterpret the text. In this reinterpretation, 
the original text ‘mutates’. Decisions made along the way about what is included and 
excluded and factors relating to character and plot development, mise en scene and so on are 
often not merely aesthetic choices. They are more often a result of institutional pressures or 
financial decisions, over which the original writer has little or no control.
Even where the writer chooses to take on the role of screenwriter adapting the screenplay, 
compromises must be made. The film, A Home at the End of the World, (Michael Mayer, 
2005), for instance was adapted by former Pulitzer Prize winner, Michael Cunningham from 
his own novel of the same name. Even so, the character development of Jonathon (Dallas 
Roberts) is considered by esteemed reviewers Margaret Pomerantz and David Stratton (ABC, 
May 18, 2005) to be weaker in the filmed version. This of course may have been due to 
acting/ direction decisions, rather than Cunningham’s own vision of the teen novel to adult 
film transition, since a screenplay is an ‘actorly/ directorly’ text, rather than a ‘writerly’ one 
(Goodwyn, 2004, p. 33 ). Studying how films are financed and institutional production 
processes can help students to study films as texts in their own right.  Equally, students can be 
helped to see that all texts are commercially produced and consumed. Books have to be 
published and produced, distributed and sold and not treated as sacred texts that came straight 
from the author’s own hand.  
How do we go about examining a film text in its own right, apart from reconstructing the 
usual review text type in a written expository genre? Assigning students to write a review is 
almost perfunctory, since there are so many readily available reviews in electronic and print 
form and since the video versions of films we show in classrooms have usually been released 
for some time. Reading reviews written or delivered orally via television for different contexts 
can be an effective way of teaching reading position. I suggest that in addition to the 
institutional considerations discussed above, we need to examine ‘film’ languages more 
closely. The textual control we have in viewing and reviewing video scenes or chapters in 
digital formats in classrooms allows us to repeatedly study scenes in a way not possible in a 
cinema. For instance we can discuss individual scenes deploying close examination of the all 
or some of the following film concepts: 
x technical and symbolic codes- words/ narrator(s)- POV 
x images/ editing (rhythm and pace) 
x music/ soundtrack 
x framing devices-mise en scene (what’s IN the frame/ shot)  
x how do specific shots- (eg: High, low, Long, Med, Cu ECU, Shot reverse shot, 
two shot) ‘construct’ a reading? 
x repeated imagery 
x narrative/ plot structure (dialogue) 
x setting/ location 
x motifs/ symbolism 
x special FX 
x lighting
x dramatic/ visual irony 
If we view film as narrative, we might focus on the above concepts to examine the 
cultural/operational/textual levels of the text. In film a story is told via a chain of events in 
cause-effect relationship occurring in time and space. There are usually three acts. Typically a 
film narrative begins with one situation; a twist or series of changes occurs to a pattern of 
cause and effect, which builds to climax; finally a new situation arises that brings about the 
end of the narrative. The turning points are usually visual. This is significant if students are 
studying a screen adaptation of a 5 act Shakespearean play, which of course, must be 
compacted into three, unless the version mimics theatrical conventions like the BBC series. 
There are books entirely dedicated to exploring Shakespearean adaptations on screen 
(Rosenthal, 2000; Rothwell, 1990). 
Production pressures often also force the development of film narrative within the limits of 
popular taste. Big production houses determine that a Hollywood happy ending is almost 
mandatory, which can close up a previously open ended novel or screenplay. This can be 
taught through films which lay the screenwriting and production processes bare. The feature 
film, Adaptation (Spike Jonze, 2002) exposes this process in a fascinating way. The film is 
classified MA, due to strong language and some non-explicit love scenes and drug use, and so 
a classroom screening may require a parental letter, or teacher may choose to show only the 
scenes which deal with screenwriting and production, (although personally I think this would 
be a shame). The film describes the fraught process of adapting a film from a book. Susan 
Orlean (Meryl Streep) a journalist writes a ‘New Yorker’ style article about an eccentric 
orchid poacher, John Larroche (Chris Cooper), which develops into a novel entitled ‘The 
Orchid Thief”. The publisher, Valerie (Tilda Swinton) buys the rights to the film and 
contracts Charlie Kaufman (Nicholas Cage) to write the screenplay. Charlie becomes more 
and more neurotic as he tries to adapt the screenplay from the novel. Sweating profusely, he 
tells Valerie, ‘I don’t want to ruin it by making it a Hollywood thing… you know where 
characters overcome obstacles to succeed in the end’ (DVD Chapter 3), which is precisely 
what actually happens in the film’s final third. The lives of Larroche, Orlean and the twin 
screenwriting brothers, Charlie and Donald Kaufman (Nicholas Cage), become bizarrely 
interwoven as the film develops.  
If examining an adaptation from a book, we might ask students to chart the conventional 3 
part narrative structure of the film Adaptation, noting the critical turning points. They could 
also list the parallel narrative subtexts in the film, which reflect on the process of adapting a 
book to a film. If focussing on the book to film scenes, they could list and describe any 
symbols and their connotations in these scenes or apply Fiske’s (1989) multileveled screen 
codes. For instance we can apply social/ symbolic, technical, conventional/ representational 
codes and finally ideological codes to this still shot of Nicholas Cage playing screenwriter, 
Charlie Kaufman in the film Adaptation. A code analysis might look something like this: 
1. Social/symbolic codes of the actor’s body language 
and appearance- Charlie’s dishevelled appearance and 
his frustrated expression and body suggest that he is 
poor, working at an old typewriter placed on a chair, 
lit sparsely by the window and a single incandescent 
light. His mood is similarly ‘dark’. 
2.  Technical codes of mise en scene, framing and 
composition- the writer is foregrounded in a mid shot- 
sitting in front of his bathroom which suggests that his 
inspiration is ‘draining away.’ 
3. Conventional representational codes- all the previous codes confirm the narrative conflict 
at this point is driven by Charlie’s frustration with writer’s block over how to adapt Susan 
Orlean’s novel into a screenplay that is not a conventional Hollywood formula. 
4. Ideological codes- we can read here an underlying Institutional discourse, in that he is 
resisting creating a Hollywood film, against the understanding that this powerful institution 
largely dictates US film successes. 
A close reading like this of selected scenes helps students to unpack text constructedness and 
reading position in a way which a simple comparative review would not. The film Adaptation
reflexively deconstructs itself as a text. Senior students at least in Queensland engage in 
deconstructive work in relation to various texts throughout their secondary schooling. 
Adaptation the film could be used in part to model and extend this critical process with our 
senior students. Some useful scenes for senior students to examine closely would be those 
with Charlie, Donald and Bob McKee- where the screenwriting ‘process’ is elucidated within 
the narrative of the film. The text of the screenplay is a dynamic entity, which in this case 
literally and metaphorically ‘mutates,’ just as the film’s trope of orchids, mutate and adapt to 
reproduce. As he struggles with his screenplay, Charlie Kaufman’s own life begins to mirror 
the complexes he is trying to describe.  
In this reflexive peek at screen writing, Adaptation invites a critique of the conventional, 
mainstream narratives of Hollywood. Whilst The central character Charlie struggles to adapt a 
book without resorting to the sensational narrative codes and conventions of Hollywood, his 
brother Donald excitedly creates a pure Hollywood action screenplay titled The 3 (DVD 
chapters 15 and 16). In real life, Donald Kaufman did write and direct a thriller entitled, The
3. It is rare that screenwriter / narrator and central character are the same person. The 
Kaufman brothers reflexively write themselves into their film, which gives us a rare and 
fascinating insight into the screenwriting and film making process.  
The Queensland English Syllabus (2002) and any other that is employing critical literacy 
requires that our students understand that texts are ‘constructed.’ Our Syllabus suggests 
students might explore this critical dimension by ‘altering the turning point in a narrative to 
explore the effects of different choices; change the sequence of events of a scripted drama by 
altering the emphasis given to a character or situation’(2002, p.15). The film Adaptation
provides an excellent model for this through its metanarrative on the screenwriting process. 
The script is usually the least visible part of the filmmaking process, which is problematic 
when we ask students to write ‘alternative’ scenes. Some drafts of scripts are now available 
on the Internet as models, which can be deconstructed operationally. For instance the web site 
<http://www.scriptsecrets.net/articles/r-lola-r.htm> has a free PDF script library. If students 
were to read the draft of Adaptation available at this site, they would see that it has mutated 
further in the final filmed version. 
We could ask students to carefully view and think about the film’s final third, (chapters 21- 
27), the resolution and final images under the end credits. How does the end with its ‘deus ex 
machina,’ reflect on the concept of Hollywood narratives? At an operational or textual level, 
students might ask how these scenes are made effective through words, actions, objects, 
lighting or other signs (technical/ symbolic codes), such as those outlines above. 
Constructions of reality can be examined by asking ‘what is being said about film stories and 
‘real life’ stories? Students might select one of the scenes where this occurs and comment on 
the ‘treatment’ (visual/ sound) and the dialogue, for instance in the McKee screenwriting 
seminar (Chapters 18-19). Other points for study might be to comment on the representations 
of the indigenous peoples, the Seminole Indians in the film, noting significant gaps and 
silences in those scenes.   
Adaptation also provides rich intertextual references to other films. Examining these closely 
may establish reading position, along with the multigeneric nature of the text. Studying a draft 
of the screenplay can help recognise these usually invisible texts, which have their own 
generic conventions and can therefore be ‘recreated’ as part of ‘responding’ or 
speaking/writing/ shaping in English to the ‘parent’ texts.  The screenplay is a very sparse 
form, which consists mainly of dialogue, but is an actorly rather than readerly text type. For 
this reason I think it is a difficult text to ask students to create. The cinema audience, apart 
from a few interviews with screenwriters on ‘At the Movies’ rarely get to know about screen 
writers. On the other hand if students were to write a treatment, this text type includes more 
visual aspects and students may work from segments of a downloaded PDF scripts to create 
alternative readings. There are some wonderful texts, written for use in secondary contexts, to 
help learn about writing scripts and treatments. The best is Scriptwriting Updated, (Aronsen, 
2000), which models and deconstructs scripts, treatments and storyboards and suggests useful 
ways of creating scripts from narrative and non narrative ‘triggers.’ 
I have written elsewhere about alternative creative and recreative responses to Australian and 
New Zealand film study (Jetnikoff, 2003). Other recreative possibilities include storyboards, 
which can visually represent alternative scenes and may form part of a spoken text pitching a 
new concept for a ‘show’.  Since a storyboard would not fulfil Queensland Senior Syllabus 
exit criteria conditions, they might form the visual basis of an oral presentation, which pitches 
a concept such as an opening scene, or an episode synopsis for film or television, based on 
another text that students have read. Studying adaptations might also provide the basis for 
further research projects, for instance the ‘ethnographic’ research which screenwriter of 
Rabbit Proof Fence Chris Olsen undertook when adapting Doris Pilkington Garimara’s book, 
Follow the Rabbit Proof Fence. The writing that students do as a result of this research might 
critically evaluate the processes involved in adapting texts for screen.  In this way, notions of 
location, ‘literary habitats’ and setting can also be explored (Goodwyn, 1998, p.147).
There are many possibilities apart from the usual book/film review. Interviews with directors/ 
cast members/ SFX creators etc- or the making of… videos- DVD extras often explore 
circumtextual territory, (the world around the text) which may assist students to understand 
film and TV institutions. Material on commercial DVD versions of films can provide 
excellent resources for teachers including filmography, omitted scenes, biographies and other 
information. Some of this material available on DVDs could form the basis of 
recontextualised written feature articles. Australian Screen Education and Metro provide
‘teachers notes’ on films suitable for school students which focus on Australian content. 
These may also provide a springboard for study which leads to other kinds of recreative 
possibilities suggested by respective syllabi. 
Students could also create ‘blogs’ about a film. Web logs are free to set up with online access, 
and can encourage electronic, written discussion with other students in the next room or on 
the other side of the world. Fan fiction sites- may also provide ‘authentic’ publication sites for 
some of these responses. I have listed some sites below where students may wish to log on 
and chat about filmed adaptations and where teachers may access information about what 
adaptations exist. 
With a plethora of approaches to studying film available we can assist our students to think 
more about the complex interrelationship between parent and adapted texts. The critical 
understandings gained from understanding film languages, processes and institutions might 
provoke more creative responses than the typical analytical exposition in the form of a book-
film comparative review. Learning about film as text in its own right may help students move 
beyond my rather primitive bemoaning over Gothic horror Orcs that began this article. The 
many available mediated versions of the original texts challenge us through hybrid forms. An 
alternative reaction might have heard me mutter as a result of the versions I had already 
visualised, ‘hmm- well now, those Orcs are different!’  
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